Primo Plaids: CLASSICS
Quilt by Heidi Pridemore

Version 1

84 ½" x 84 ½"

Version 2
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS & CUTTING GUIDE

Finished Quilt Size: 84 ½” x 84 ½”

Quilt Cutting Instructions

Fabric A- Plaid #1  J372-0110  2/3 yard
Cut two 10 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into four 10 ½” squares.

Fabric B- Plaid #2  J372-0111  2/3 yard
Cut two 10 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into five 10 ½” squares.

Fabric C- Plaid #3  J372-0112  2/3 yard
Cut two 10 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into four 10 ½” squares.

Fabric D- Plaid #4  J372-0114  2/3 yard
Cut two 10 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into four 10 ½” squares.

Fabric E- Plaid #5  J373-0111  2/3 yard
Cut two 10 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into five 10 ½” squares.

Fabric F- Plaid #6  J374-0142  2/3 yard
Cut two 10 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into five 10 ½” squares.

Fabric G- Plaid #7  J375-0116  3/8 yard
Cut one 10 ½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into three 10 ½” squares.

Fabric H- Plaid #8  J376-0111  3/8 yard
Cut one 10 ½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into three 10 ½” squares.

Fabric I- Plaid #9  J377-0115  3/8 yard
Cut one 10 ½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into three 10 ½” squares.

Fabric J- Light Sashing  J336-0121  2 1/8 yards
Cut seven 10 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into (168) 1 ½” x 10 ½” strips.

Fabric K- Corner Stones & Binding  J336-0110  1 1/2 yards
Cut six 4” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into forty-nine 4” squares.
Cut nine 2 ½” x WOF strips for the binding.

Fabric L- Dark Sashing  J336-0122  1 5/8 yards
Cut five 10 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into eighty-four 2” x 10 ½” strips.

Backing  J377-0115  8 yards
Cut three” 93” x WOF strips. Sew together and trim to make one 93” x 93” back.

Block Assembly
Sew one 1 ½” x 10 ½” Fabric J strip to the top and to the bottom of one 2” x 10 ½” Fabric L strip lengthwise to make one Sashing Unit (Fig. 1). Repeat to make eighty-four Sashing Units total.
Sew seven 4” Fabric K squares and six Sashing Units together end to end and alternating them to make one Sashing Row. Repeat to make seven Sashing Rows total.
Quilt Assembly (refer to the quilt layout while assembling the quilt top)
Sew seven Sashing Units and six assorted 10 ½” squares together to make one Pieced Row. Repeat to make six Pieced Rows total.
Sew the seven Sashing Rows and six Pieced Rows together to make the quilt top.
Layer and quilt as desired.
Sew the nine 2 ½” x WOF Fabric K strips together, end to end with 45° seams, to make the binding. Fold this long strip in half, lengthwise with wrong sides together, and press.
Bind as desired.

Optional Top with simple sashing rows

Quilt Cutting Instructions
Fabric J- Simple Sashing
2 7/8 yards
Cut nine 4” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into eighty-four 4” x 10 ½” strips.

Fabric L- Not Used

Quilt Assembly
Sew seven 4” Fabric K squares and six 4” x 10 ½” Fabric J strips together end to end and alternating them to make one Sashing Row. Repeat to make seven Sashing Rows total.
Sew seven Sashing Units and six assorted 10 ½” squares together to make one Pieced Row. Repeat to make six Pieced Rows total.
Sew the seven Sashing Rows and six Pieced Rows together to make the quilt top.
Layer and quilt as desired.
Sew the nine 2 ½” x WOF Fabric K strips together, end to end with 45° seams, to make the binding. Fold this long strip in half, lengthwise with wrong sides together, and press.
Bind as desired.